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****red****
 
Red is like your dead,
It's like blood that has been blead,
red red deadly read!
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Cheepers
 
C heepers thinks,
H e has to think to keep on the brink,
E very day I think about Worms,
E very day I want one that squirms,
P eep peep peep,
E ep eep eep,
R ough old feathers,
Stout old feathers!
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Colourful Rainbows
 
Colourful rainbows make me sigh,
Of course I don't have an aliby.
Lots of rain and sunshine,
On rainbow days there is pleasure in my mind.
Under bridges and over seas,
Rainbows allways call to me.
Forever more I love the rainbow,
Utterly beautifull but not wearing a bow.
Let's restore her to her former glory,
Let's remember her utter beauty.
 
Remember her long loving life,
And remember her strong wise strirth.
If you see a rainbow remember what I say,
Now go have fun and enjoy your day.
But for now...,
Oh don't look like a sow.
When you see a rainbow have a nice day,
So remember just what I say.
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Death
 
Blegh yuck
Death oh death
Horible death
Lovely gory filled death
Come earn a medal
Or DIE in SHAME
Sleep I say sleep forever
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Dumping A Boyfriend
 
Roses are red,
But sadly your blue.
I am so glad,
I don't love you.
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Early Mornings Without A Coffee
 
Sleepily the old man got up,
Sleepily she spilt the milk,
Sleepily she forgot her coffee,
Sleepily Sleepily Sleepily!
 
Sleepily the little girl clambered out of bed,
Sleepily they walked to school,
Sleepily mother started work,
Sleepily Sleepily Sleepily!
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Green
 
Green is very fun,
Lovely to stay in the sun,
Green is so much fun!
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Our World
 
our world
Our world is a great world eco and fumed
i think it's a great world and i hope you do two
 
Our world is a eco world but yet full of fume
some  people look after it but yet
some don't
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Purple
 
Violet jam is sweet,
Granny in a mini skirt,
Violets all around
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(by the way this is a hiku a japanese poem)
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Super French Teacher
 
Stelo means pen
Une calculatrice means calculator
Purple is violet
Err oh got to fly
Remember what I say
Fly away fly away
Remember now and do your preap
Everyone hide
Now evil spannish is comeing, how
Children hide go home now,
Help evil spannish evil I tell you
Take cover Spannish is comeing
Everyone hide NOW
And take the cookies
Children go
Hide help
Everyone
Run
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Super Purple
 
S uper purple is so mad,
U p and down chasing bad
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The Dangers Of Love
 
Love can be thrilling beautifull and good
 
But love can be terrible life waisting nasty
 
Love can be full of mystery danger anguish
 
And is dangerous to teenagers badly
 
Girls can act sexy to attract attension
 
Boys can have just one thing on their minds
 
Girls could waist their lives due to love
 
By having a baby at onely therteen plus
 
So girls, be prepared when a boy comes just a little to close to you
 
And dont waist your life with a baby
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Water
 
Swirly
Wet
Killer
Swimmer
Fun
Swishy
Water
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What Am I?
 
I am not huge,
I am tiny,
I am not red,
I am yellow,
I am not purple,
I am Orange,
I am not fluffy,
I am feathery,
I live not on sea,
I live on land,
I am not white,
I am black,
I was hached in a shell,
What am I?
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